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I PROFESSIONAL

AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT NETWORK IN HIGHER EDUCATION

August 13, 198 7

MEMORANDUM

1~

TO:

1987 POD Conference Presenters

FROM:

KrJrron lewis, Conference Coordinlltor 4){)'''

RE:

Conference Schedule and (hopefully) Final Descriptions
Enclosed are several items for your information.
1.

A "layout" of the day during which I have scheduled your presentation. (Your

session has been highlighted.) This diagram also indicates the time your
presentation is scheduled and the room.
2.

The final description of your session along with the AV aids you requested. { If you
catch any typos or wish to make any changes, please call me immediately!)
NOTE: All rooms will be equ1pped w1th f11p charts and pens and an
overhead projector and screen.

3.

A fioorplan of "The Inn".

I am having trouble believing that October is only two months away!!! Looking forward to

seeing you soon!!

P.S. Please call me if you have questions (or corrections)-- (512) 471-1488.

I

Session [lesr.ri P.tions

lldmi ni:~tntive
AC-1

AC-4

Concern:~

CASE STUDY OF A COMPREIIENSIYE CURRICULAR REFORM

t'b.J~+!IitJttl

O•Jkomes as~essrn~nt. is one of the "hotte,l" topics in higher educetion toda•J. t··lan•J
observers believe state-mandated assessment 'vlill have long-term effects on our institutions.
In this session \1e \''illintrodtJCe the concept of outcomes Msessment., revie\v' the MlioMl status
of a:J:lessment . and rep\1rt 3pecificall•J on the programs in New .Jersetj and Tennessee.
Participants \vill consider hw assessment can be tJ~ed effer;tivei•J biJ their O'vlrt inst.itutions t.o
fo:ller educational innovation and improvement and look at practical steps they can ta~e to get
assessment started on their own campuses.

fr1
1:30-3:00
HaPI8rd t1edic81 School h in the mid<:! of a m~jor ctJrrktJlar reform \,1 hich is
calling i nlo que~tion I he ••a•J~ in ''ihich far.uli•J memben ,,nd Jludenl3 \hi nl:: 3bout the proce'' of
l~Hning '3n•1 1~'3dting Th~ reform involve<: more lh~n the shifting of hour$ and content
ernph:3~1:3. more than the a•1d1tion of ne··11 coune3 or methodological i nnovallons btJ individual
f~c•Jli.•J member~. 11 i' the crMtion of a ser·~rale currk•Jlar experieno~e for e !)IJb-~et of
students, reform on a small sc~le in the midst of years of tradition.
Usi n•J the lradifional meo1ical school ctJrriculiJirt as a c&:3e studtj. 'de 'Ifill explore
·.,;t"J reform mi·~ht be needed, the imp:3d of exlen:live inW·ia\ion in a traditioMl context on
factJlltJ and studenl.s, irnplications for learning as methods of leaching change, and the political
hsues that '•ill determine the s•Jccess or failure of the reform.

frl
3:30- 4:30

AC-5

~:::.-

The Undergrad•Jate Teadting Improvement Co•mcil (IJTIC) of the !Jniversii•J of
'Whon3i n S•jslem ~·rovide3 3ervice3 to St,~3tem faculty in the form of grants. conferences .
publication~, and othH programs. We ,,,ill describe some of these and explain the respects in
·.,;hich ·.,·e ha·.te discovered group approaches to facultt,~ development and teaching improvement
mllre Mfect.ive t.han traditional empha:.es upon i ndividtJal change. We "'ill provide some
e:x:erd3e'3 to illustt·ate the distinction3 involved.

ASSESSIIIG AND EVALUATING THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE
ON CAMPUS

Ttte ne'w' demands for a(:countabilii•J Htro•Jgh (otJkomes a<:~:essrnent will lead many
in:ltittJtions to examine themselves in e more critical liQht as they resch for a hiQher level of
ed•Jcationel effeo::tiveness.
In this session I \·till describe a comprehensive needs-as~es3ment used \¥ith t,,,o
11 beral arts colleqes on an tJrban state-tmivenittJ campus. This sttJdtJ attempted to relate
empirical research on $tudent development and organizational behavior to iMtiluliortal praclice
in an al.ternpt to understand in specifk detail artd sit;~nificarttltJ to irn~wove the sttJdent edtKational
e:<perience. The proeMs '•ill be described in detail and participants W'ill consider and discuss
the usefulness of this ar•proach for their own institutions.
"
___... -.·

l- ~t
AC-6

Sat
1:45-3:45

AC-3

Sal
8:30-10

IMPLH1ENTING "SEVEN PRINCIPLES FOR GOOD PRACTICE
IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION," POD-STYLE

Joanne

Kurfi~s

t;~dJlliMl

- !Jniver,it•J of Delllwllre

'Nhen a st•J•1•J gro•Jp of disti ngtJished educators met to •Jenerate gtJidell nes for
leaching improvement. lhe\f came up ·w·ith 7 "principles . " inf:luding such POD favorites as active
learning, ~I•Jdent-factJlt•J contact, and responsiveness to student diversii•J. Art Chickering and
Zee Gams•Jn have all::ed POD members to contribute lhei r expertise on these topics to a national
net'w'orking pro_ie(:\ Let's m~et and exchange id~as; results 'w'ill be fonvarded to the stud~,r gro•Jp
for further dissemination. YotJ can pick up a copy of the "Principles" in the Materials Resource
Room.

tkdallion Ill

Sat
Lion F. Gardiner - Rutgers University
10:30- 12:00

II 11ULTI-CAMPUS PROGRM1 FOR TEACHING IMPROVEMENT Nct.hlti"Q'ftl
AND FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

.John Bailiff ,'f<
Susan Kahn - UnderoJra•1•Jate Teaching Improvement Co•Jncil,
University of Wisconsin S1,1stern

i'l~u~llitJtt Ill

Lion F. Gardiner - Rutgers Universii•J
W. lee HumphretJ3- University ofTennessee-Knoxville
K. Paui.Jones- University ofTenrtessee-t·lartin

Sat
8:30-10:00

LuAnn Wilker3on- Harvard t-1edical School

AC-2

USING OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT TO IMPROVE EDUCATION

"

.~

--

.

".- _ f /

-,~

ACTIVE LEARNING: WAYS TO OPERATIONALIZE IT ON
YOUR CAMPUS

Ntdallion If

[)eli vee ·~\I right - Univer3ity of l~ebra:lka-li ncoln (moderator)
Robert t)iamond- Stjrac•Jse UniversiltJ
.John Bailiff- !Jniv. ofWi~consin System
Peter Fr~derick -Wabash (:(ollege
-.;Jody Nyquist - tJn1versHy of WaS!!!.f19lO!l
',

'

'

.

.::.: .<!

Jnwivernenl ofshiilents in more active learning ha3 ~n encour~~
r~rts on hiqher edtJcatiort. Th1Hess1on will present examples of approaches tmd in different
t~r•e$ of in$litulioM end participants . ..,.m generate wa\js POD members can operetionalize these
concepts for impact on their own campuses.

********************************************
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1967 POD National Conference

Fostering Innovations In the Classroom
List of Some Proposed Sessions

!ni!OIIations

Mnjn!strattve Concerns

Producing Innovative Overhead Trensperencles

Cesa Study of a Comprehensive Curricular RaforiR
LuAnn WIlkerson, Harvard Medical School

E. Curtis Fawson, Brigham Young University

Desk- Top Instructional Development: Within Reach of the Classroom Teacher
E. Curtis Fawson & Ed Green, Brigham Young University
From Observation to Innovation: Surveys and Fieldwork es a Besis for
Interventions with New faculty
Robert Boice & Jim Turner, California State University-Long Beach

Problem Solving and Critical Thinking: Illustrative Program Approaches
John W. Hall, St. Lawrence University, Canton, NY

Improving Students' Study Stills Through Direct Instruction: A Classroom
Innovation for faculty and faculty Developers
Linde F. Annis, Ball State University, Muncie, IN
Using the Cognitive Interaction Analysts System to Foster Change In Clessroom
Behavior
Glenn Ross Johnson, TexasA&M University; Karron G. Lawis, The University of Texas at
Austin

So You Want to Foster Innovation In Hath Classrooms -- Have I Got a Surprise
for Youl
Glenn Ross Johnson, Texas A&M University
Trigger Films Revisited (The Long and Short of It)
Line Fisch, Lexington, KY
fostering Innovations: Active learning in lecture Settings
Peter Frederick, Wabash College, IN
HENTORINe: Betting Experienced Faculty to Try New Approaches
Sandra Holmes, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Nurturing Creativity in the Classroom
Susan A. Holton, Brta;JeWater State College, MA
Stimulating Instructional Innovation: What Worts--What D-n·t
Frank Gtllespte, University of Georgie
Change Triggered by Computer Technology: Its Implications for faculty
Devalupmant
Barbara A. Inch, University or Wisconsin-Stevens Point
"But How Can I Cover All the Haterlal If I Teach Critical Thinking?": Combining
the Teaching or Content & Benaral Intellectual Stills
L Dee FInk, University of Ole lahoma

~

Constructing a Compendium of 9ood Idees on Teaching on Your Own Campus
Mary Ann Shea, University of Colorado

6rades and the Climate of the ClassrooM: Perspectives, Research, and
Alternatives
W. Lee Humphreys, University of Tennessee

Blas in the College Classroom
James Nlss & Bern Allen, Western Illinois University

Prafessional Development Fellowships: Building erassroots Support and
Creating Ownership
Emily c. "Rusty" Wadsworth, Northeastern Illinois University

Facilitating Discussion: Or How to Be a Navigator Instead of a Captain
- Laura Border end Ronald G. Billingsley, University of Colorado-Boulder.
The Development of New faculty
, Mary Deane Sorcinelli, Indiana University-Bloomington

Teaching Repertoire: Spice and Spirit
Dick Nichols, Beverley Amick, Mary DeliO Dumais,llndAM Maria Schuhm~~nn, Kean
College of New Jersey

Professional Development-- the Octopus Approach: What Hakes It Wort?
Kay U. Herr, Colorado State University

Problem Solving and Creativity
Leonard S. Kogut, Pennsylvani11 Stale University, Beaver Cllmpus

What Do You Do After the &rant Is Awarded?
Vernon Williams and Dellvee L Wright, University or Nebraska-Lincoln

Faculty Development In A Writing Across the Curriculum Seminar: The
Program, the Process, the Paradigm
James A. McShane, University of Nebraska-L lncoln

A Unique VIdeotape Feedback Technique and Hlcroteaching with New Teaching
Faculty: A Blending of Two Worlds
Larry K. Quinsland, National Technical Institute for the Deaf at Rochester Institute of
Technology, NY

Who's Hlndlng the Store? TA Supervision at a large University
Nancy Chism, Ohio State University

New Develooers

What are We Doing About High Tech In Higher Education?

One Successful Hodel for Teacher Training

A Hulti-campus Program for Teaching Improvement and Faculty Development

frank Gillespie, University or Georgia
Rosemarie Pelkes, Toronto Institute of Medical Technology

Producing a TA Newsletter
Laure Border. University of Colorado

Professional and Organizational Development: An Introduction to Audience,
Content, Hethods
Emily ''Rusty'' Wadsworth, Northeastern University, tL;Jeck Llnltlllist, Goddard College,
VT; Barbara Hill, Loyola University,IL; Lind!! Hilsen, University of Minnesota-Duluth;
Marilyn Leach, University of Nebraska-Omaha; JOlt,! Nyquist, University of Washington;
end Daniel Wheeler, University or Nebraska-Lincoln

Heating the Needs of Faculty - A Grassroots Approach
Karen Conner end Mary Lou Basile, National Technical Institute for the Deaf at Rochester
Institute of Technology

Teaching Academic Chairs Effective Stills in Faculty Development
Ann f. Lucas, felrlelgh Dickinson University, NJ

Breek ing into Print: launching a Faculty Development Newsletter
Judith B. Chandler, University of Georgia
"Old Hands"

Designing Systems for Evaluating Programs
Marilla D. Svtnickt, The University of Texas at Austin; Robert Menges, Northwestern
University

A Journey to Faculty Renewal and Redirection
Joyce Povlacs Lunde and Daniel W. Wheeler, Univ. of Nebraska-Lincoln; Dee Fink,
University of Oklahoma

FACUlTY CONSULTATION: Working with Problem faculty
Sandra Holmes and David Taylor- Way. University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point

A Study of the Aclldemic Department: faculty 6rowth and Development Practices
of Excellent Chairs
Myra S. Wilhite and Daniel W. Wheeler, Unlversith of Nebraska-Lincoln

John Bai !iff, University of Wisconsin System

Reflective Practice: Increasing Teaching Effectiveness
Ronald Smith, Concordia University-Montreal

Teaching As Performance: A New Perspective for Instructional Development
Kate Brinko & Elyse lemm, Northwestern University, IL

A Perspective on Analyzing Consultant-Client Interaction
Kate Brlnko, Northwestern University, IL
pre-Conference WorkshoPS

Innovations in Team Building
Pamela Buckley & Jackie Stone, Houston, Texas

Personalizing the learning Climate
Dayton Y. Roberts, Texes Tech University

Federal Funding for faculty Development
Virginia Thorndike Hules, Tufts University, MA

Network

Professional and Organizational
Development Network
In
Higher Education

··Fostering Innovation.s
in the Classroom··

12th Annual Conference
·october I 5 - 16. I 967
Inn of the Hills
Kerrville, Texas

POD Anthem
by
C. Breck Peters
UnlftflltydRhode biiDcl

0 October 1986

(Tune: "Don't Fence Me In")

We give advice to the folks in the nation's classes;
We're POD!
Try to make them better when they teach the masses;
We're POD!
We talk about the lecture and the old case study,
Making sure the faculty know we're their buddy,
Clearing up their thinking when it gets real muddy;
We're POD!

Welcome to Texas
and the
1987 Conference of the
Professional and Organizational Development
Network In Higher Education
Howdy! And welcome to Texas! This Is the Annual POD Conference and we hope you will
enjoy your "hill country" surroundings and find the program stimulating.
The theme for the Conference, Fostering Innovations In the Classroom, was chosen
to provide conference participants with some "new• ways to present "old" content. To carry out
this theme, we have tried to be Innovative In our approach to planning the conference and selling
up the program. You will probably notice some of these changes as you leaf through this booklet
and we would appreciate your comments or suggestions about the format and such.
To assist yoti In deciding which sessions to atlend, we have classified them according to
content. A layout of all of the sessions, when and where they will be held, may be found on pages
7-16. Please note that each session has a code designation In the upper left corner (e.g., DV-2).
Descriptions of what will be Included In each session may be found on pages 18-36. These
descriptions are arranged alphabetically by code and a listing of where to find each one Is located
In the Table of Contents.

Just turn us loose with our notions, magic potions,
and our little questionnaires.
All of your teachers who are good will get better and
the bad one's will be fair.

As you leaf through this booklet, you will notice that there are sessions for everyone .
Those who are new to Professional and Organizational Development will lind a great deal of
"getting started" Information In the sessions coded "NO". And, alter the sessions are over, feel
free to corner the presenters to dig deeper. POD members are always eager to share experiences
and reactions; during sessions, during breaks, during breakfast/lunch/dinner, over drinks, on
the tennis courts .... anytimel On the other hand, those of us who have "been around awhile" can
gel some new Insights Into this profession and ourselves via the "OH" sessions. So, read through
the session titles and descriptions, talk to people who have been here before, pick the sessions
you want to attend, mark them on your Session Schedule, locate the rooms on your map, take
your pen/pencil and paper and gel Inundated with Innovations!

We'll tell your staff what to do and what they
shouldn't,
Giving out advice that we know is prudent,
To make active learners out of passive students;
We're POD!!

I want to thank all of the people who have helped put this Conference together. Their
names are listed on page 3. I also want to thank the management and staff of "The Inn of the
Hills", especially Ms. Dawn Dodson, for all of their help with room reservations, meeting room
set-up, acquisition of some of the AV equipment, and, of course, the food.
Hope you have a personally and professionally rewarding conference.
Karron G. Lewis
1987 Conference Coordinator
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Conference Coordinator
Karron G. Lewis

The University of Texas at Austin

Program Committee
Judy Aubrecht
Judy Bailey
Dee Fink
Lion Gardiner
Unda Lee

Newark, Delaware
University of Delaware
University of Oklahoma
Rutgers, The State University
University of North Carolina

Ann Lucas
Ed Neal
Ida Peed-Neal
Joyce Povlacs
Eugene White

Fairleigh Dickinson University
University of North Carolina
University of North Carolina
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Salisbury State College

Delivee Wright
Kenneth Zahorski

University of Nebraska-Lincoln
St. Norbert College

Mentor Program
Art Crawley
Marilyn Leach

University of Georgia
University of Nebraska-Omaha

Opening & Closing Innovations
Unc. Fisch
Julie Jeffrey
LuAnn Wilkerson

Lexington, Kentucky
Goucher College
Harvard Medical School

Materials Exchange Room
Ann Lucas

Fairleigh Dickinson University

W reck-ree-a-s hun
Glenn Ross Johnson
K. Paul Jones

Texas A&M University
University of Tennessee-Martin

Conference Evaluation
Richard Tiberlus

University of Toronto
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or two, please sign up on the sheet on the door of the room.
no one can work, the room wiD have to be locked.

If there are times when

Keynote Address
Free Time • Networking/Focus Groups
Friday, October 16, 1987

Medallion 1/&IU
"Fostering Democracy Through Teaching"

Jack Lindquist - President, Goddard College
A look at the curricular, teaching and epistemological Innovations most conducive to
achieving the democratic Ideals of freedom with responsibility, Independence with cooperation.

As you will notice on your Session Schedule, time has been set aside at the end of the day
for Free Time. This time may be spent as you like -- maybe you want to catch 40 winks before
the evening's activities begin or you may wish to arrange a small group meeting to discuss a
particular topic. Several people have already planned Focus Group meetings •• look for their
fliers on the message board and see If the topics Interest you. If not, start your own Focus Group
by announcing It at lunch. This time Is unscheduled and available for whatever activities might
benefit your professional or personal growth.
Repeat Sessions

Some Additional Information

Core Committee
By the time you arrive, the Core Committee will have met for an exhaustive/intensive day
and a half. They are concentrating on the future directions of POD and If you have some great
Ideas about this, let them know. Also, don't forget the General POD Business Meeting will be
conducted during lunch on Saturday. It won't be long, but It will be enlightening!
Materials Exchange Room
This year the Materials Exchange Room Is located In Room 340 (La Casa). Ann Lucas has
endeavored to Impart some organization Into this display area this year In response to
suggestions In the conference evaluations of previous conference participants. The materials
have been categorized Into areas of content rather than having all of the material from a single
Institution In the same place. For example, in one area you will find Newsletters !rom various
Institutions, In another area there will be TA Training materials, and In another area, fliers
advertising the programs of different Centers.
As you enter the room, there will be a handout which lists most of the materials, their
cost, and the Institutional contact. As you browse, note the Items you like and then, when you get
home, you can write to request a copy. (Some of the materials displayed will have multiple
copies and you may take one If you would like to. Others, however, will only be single copies
which may be looked at, but olease do not take them.)
Another new feature this year is a videotape recorder and monitor for previewing
videotapes which have been produced by some of our members. Looks like we've moved into a
new era!
Because we have Included the video preview equipment in this room, we need to have
someone In the room whenever It Is open. If you would be willing to "work" for an hour

4

Again, In response to previous conference evaluations, we have Included the possibility of
repeating sessions. For example, If there are two sessions which Interest you during the same
lime period, you may request that one of them be repeated sometime Saturday afternoon between
4:00 and 6:30. A Repeat Session Reauest Sheet will be posted In the Medallion Lobby. Session
Leaders will be asked to circle "yes" or "no" next to their session code to Indicate whether or not
they would be willing to repeat the session. Then, If you are Interested In attending a second
presentation of a particular session, sign your name beneath the code for that session. There
should be at least 6-8 Interested participants before a session would be repeated (so ....get your
friends to sign up tool!).
Texas Two-Stepping and Clogging
Friday evening you will be treated to one of the things we do for fun here In Texas ••
country-western dancing. You'll learn to do several group dances - "The Cotton-Eyed Joe" and
"Schottische" -- and then we'll teach you the basic Texas two-step. Wear your western duds and
ya'll comet
"FAT CHANCE" Band - This band Is the house band at a place In San Antonio called the
"Texas Tumbleweed". This Is a steak-house with a dance floor where families come for dinner
(steak cooked over mesquite wood - m-m-ml) and then they stay to dance. Though the band has
been asked to play country western music for awhile, they are very versatile and their
repertoire Includes music of the 50s, 60s and 70s. They take requests and also encourage
aspiring artists to sing/play with them.
"Fire-on-the-Mountain" Cloogers - Clog dancing originated In the Appalachian Mountains
and filtered to Texas with the Anglo migration to the west in the early 1800's. In Texas a version
of clogging known as "jig" or "buck" dancing was a popular part of many family and community
get-togethers.
Linda Carolan, founder of this group, was Introduced to dance at the age of eight from her
great-grandmother Sarah Melvina Lomax. At Informal family gatherings Sarah would perform
the "flatfoot jig" to music provided by Linda's grandfather on the fiddle, her great uncle on the
guitar and her grandmother on the harmonica. Linda typically demonstrates the jig steps she
learned as a child whenever they perform.

5

Unda and her husband, Rusty, are both avid cloggers who established the group In 1979 to
help preserve the traditional aspects of the dance. Included in the group's presentation, which
features a fast-paced Appalachian style performed mostly to blue-grass music, is an overview of
the different influences exhibited in American clogging, including Irish step dancing and the
English lancaster clog.
They may be asking for volunteers to learn some of the steps, so be readyl

Mexican Fiesta
Because Texas culture is inHuenced by our neighbors to the a;outh, we felt that we needed to
share some of that part of our culture with you too. Mexican food, Texas-style, Is spicy, cheesy,
and sometimes hot. (If "hot• Is not for you, please ask for recommendations as you go through
the line.) If you've never 'xperlenced enchiladas, chicken fajitas, or have never "built your own
taco" be prepared for some excilemenlll

Session Schedule

El Grupo de Danza y Arte Fo!klorlco de Ia Universldad de Tejas - About half-way through
our Mexican Fiesta Dinner you will be entertained by the Eolklorico dance group from the
University of Texas at Austin. This group consists of students who work together during the year
to learn tradilional Mexican folk dances. They then perform at Austin area public schools,
businesses, conventions, and on the UT campus for traditional Mexican festivals or holidays.

6
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Thursday, Oct. 15

Thursday (con't)
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"federal Funding for
Facultv Development•

PC-1

-Thorndike

"Innovations tn
Team Building
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Stone
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Line Flach- Julie Jeffrev- LuAnn Wilkerson- Art CnYiev- Merllvn Leech
10:30

1

PC-2
"Personaltzt ng the
Learnt ng Cit mete •

- Roberts

(con't)

: ( Plennerv Session): : : : : : : :

10:30
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Friday (con't)

Friday, Oct. 16

( Plenner11 Session)

- Jack lindquist

"fo,terlng Democnc11 ThroUCJh Teaching"
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Break- Poolside: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::=: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
DY-1
CT-1
TT-2
OH-1
"Ttchniquos for Encouraging
""Using Vidtolapo in
"Taking Hold of lht Flo
"F acllilaling Discussion: Or
Problem Solving and Critical
Faculty Consultation"
how to bt a nnlgalor Instead A ...,orkshop for
Thinking"
E>cptrltnctd (ovtr 511rs)
of a captain"
- laylor-...,OIJ,
Facul\11 Developers •
-Browne, Fink, Hall
Holmes
- Border, Bllllngsllj
- Harincovich

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Break- ~d•lllon lobb ·: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
IN-I
• Activate ltarntrs :
a demonstration of
inlenctlvt learning
exercises ond sludtnl
learning journ•ls"

ND-1
TC-1
"lncintlvts Supporting tho
"Professional ond DrgonizoUse of lnstructlon•l
tlon•l Development: An inlro
Technolo91J in Hlghtr Ed."
to auditnc•, content,
methods"
- Thompson, Gll!.splo
- ...,adsworlh,lindquisl,
Hill, Hllstn,ltach,Nijquist,

- ...,ealhtrford

TT-1
"The "3Rs" lnslructlon•l
Hodt I : Reading,
Rtflectlng, Reacting"
- H•rluzo, B•i!.IJ

~eeltr

··><
-Holton

- ...,ilktrson

"Triggor Films Revislltd (The
long ond Short of 1\)"
-Fisch

"Exciting Facul\IJ: leadership
Studios as FaculiiJ Dovolopmont"
- Hu!.s, Spllzbtrg

"Classroom Rtstarch'"

- Erickson, 0.

IN-3
"Stimulating lnslrcln•l
Innovation: ~at works ... •·
-Gillespie, Chandler

DY-3
CT-3
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Session Pescriot!ons
Administrative Concerns

AC-1

Session Descriptions

CASE STUDY OF A COMPREHENSIVE CURRICULAR REFORM
LuAnn Wilkerson - Harvard Medical School

Medalljoa I

F rl
1 :30-3:00

AC - Administrative Concerns ........................... .

19

CT - Critical Thinking .............................................

21

DV - Development Activities ...............................

22

IN - Innovations .........................................................

28

NO - New Developers ...............................................

30

OH -Old Hands ...........................................................

33

TA- Teaching Assistants .....................................

36

TC- Technology In Higher Education .............. .

37

TT- Teaching Techniques ................................... .

38

Harvard Medical School Is In the midst of a major curricular reform which is
calling into question the ways In which faculty members and students think about the process of
learning and teaching. The reform Involves more than the shifting of hours and content
emphasis, more than the addition of new courses or methodological Innovations by Individual
faculty members. It Is the creation of a separate curricular experience lor a sub-set of
·
students, reform on a small scale In the midst of years of tradition.
Using the traditional medical school curriculum as a case study, we will explore
why reform might be .needed, the impact of extensive innovation In a traditional context on
faculty and students, Implications for learning as methods of teaching change, and the political
issues that will determine the success or failure of the reform.

AC·2

A MULTI-CAMPUS PROGRAM FOR TEACHING
IMPROVEMENT AND FACULTV DEVELOPMENT
Fr I
John Bailiff &
3 :3 0-4 :3 0
Susan Kahn - Undergraduate Teaching Improvement Council,
University of Wisconsin System

Medallion I

The Undergraduate Teaching Improvement Council (UTIC) of the University of
Wisconsin System provides services to System faculty In the form of grants, conferences,
publications, and other programs. We will describe some of these and explain the respects In
which we have discovered group approaches to faculty development and teaching improvement
more effective than traditional emphases upon individual change. We will provide some
exercises to Illustrate the distinctions Involved.

AC·3
Sat
8:30-10

IMPLEMENTING "SEVEN PRINCIPLES FOR GOOD PRACTICE Medaf(ion I
IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION," POD-STYLE
Joanne Kurfiss - University of Delaware

When a study group of distinguished educators met to generate guidelines lor
teaching Improvement, they came up with 7 "principles," Including such POD favorites as active
learning, student-faculty contact, and responsiveness to student diversity. Art Chickering and
Zee Gamson have asked POD members to contribute their expertise on these topics to a national
networking project. Let's meet and exchange ideas; results will be forwarded to the study group
for further dissemination. You can pick up a copy of the "Principles" In the Materials Resource

Room.

18

19

Critical
USING OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT TO IMPROVE EDUCATION
Lion F. Gardiner - Rutgers University
W. Lee Humphreys - University of Tennessee-Knoxville
Sat
8:30-10:00
K. Paul Jones - University of Tennessee-Martin
AC·4

CT-1

Outcomes assessment Is one of the "hottest" topics In higher education today. Many
observers believe state-mandated assessment will have long-term effects on our institutions.
In this session we will Introduce the concept of outcomes assessment, review the national status
of assessment, and report specifically on the programs In New Jersey and Tennessee.
Participants will consider how assessment can be used effectively by their own institutions to
foster educational Innovation and Improvement and look at practical steps they can lake to get
assessment started on their own campuses.

AC·S
Sat

ASSESSING AND EVALUATING THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE
ON CAMPUS
Lion F. Gardiner - Rutgers University

Thinking

Medallion W

Medallion W

TECHNIQUES FOR ENCOURAGING PROBLEM SOLVING
AND CRITICAL THINKING
Frl
M. Nell Browne - Bowling Green State University
9:45-11:45
L. Dee Fink - University of Oklahoma
John W. Hall - St. Lawrence University

Research Indicates that it Is often not the lack of subject knowledge that hinders a
person's ability to think critically and solve problems well. The difficulty is in escaping from
one's perceptual picture of reality and the idea that there must always be one right way to deal
with problems and situations. These three panelists will discuss:
1 . Precondilions for Encouraging Critical Thinking on Campus
2. Techniques for Covering the Material .il.!ld Teaching Critical Thinking
3. Suggested Topics for a Course on Problem Solving and' Critical Thinking

10:30-12:00

CT-2

The new demands for accountability through outcomes assessment will lead many
Institutions to examine themselves In a more critical light as they reach for a higher level of
educational effectiveness.
In this session I wiU describe a comprehensive needs-assessment used with two
liberal arts colleges on an urban stale-university campus. This study attempted to relate
empirical research on student development and organizational behavior to Institutional practice
In an attempt to understand In specific detail and significantly to Improve the student educational
experience. The process will be described In detail and participants will consider and discuss the
usefulness of this approach for their own Institutions.

F rl
1 :30-3:00

NURTURING CREATIVITY IN THE CLASSROOM
Susan A. Holton - Bridgewater State College

IMPROVING INSTRUCTION IN COLLEGES: MAXIMIZING
IMPACT
Delivee Wright - Universily of Nebraska-Lincoln (moderator)
Sat
Robert Diamond - Syracuse University
1 :45-3:45
John Bailiff- Univ. of Wisconsin System
Peter Frederick - Wabash College
Jody Nyquist - University of Washington

Medallion IV

Recent reports on the quality of higher education have recommended ways to
Improve Instruction. This session will present examples of approaches used in different types of
Institutions and participants will generate ways POD members can operationallze these concepts
for Impact on their own campuses .

THE ORAL CONTEST; A LEARNING-CENTERED AND
CRITICAL THINKING ALTERNATIVE TO THE TRADITIONAL
FINAL EXAMINATION
Fri
3:30-4:30
Ira Jay Winn - California Stale University-Northridge

Medamon U

The final exam is often the last student experience wilh a class and a last
opportunity for important learning. Instead of being the summary critical thinking exercise It
should be, the written final examination is more likely a pedantic exercise viewed by teachers
and students as the last barrier to be jumped by regurgitation and multiple-guessing. By
contrast, the strategy of the oral contest Is aimed fully at sharpening critical thinking, while
giving the learner feedback and cause to reflect on the process of judgment and explanation given
by himself and his fellow students.
After a quick analysis of the weaknesses of traditional
approaches, I will explain the rules of a model oral contest, and then actively engage you in a
demonstration conducted with a certain measure of wit as well as serious commentary.

......•....................................•
20

Medal/ion U

"We've always done It this way .. ." "Creativity is for the art department. .." "I'm
just not creative .. ." We've all heard these statements before. However, we can all learn how to
be more creative - with any content, any program presentation, any workshop Idea. In this
session you will learn techniques for developing and nurturing your own creativity; techniques
which you can use ·.il.!ld teach to others.

CT·3
AC-6

Room 198

21

TEACHING PROBLEM SOLVING: A SKILL FOR ALL
DISCIPLINES
Richard M. Jacobs - University of Iowa
Sat
Jon Kwiatkowski - Illinois Institute of Technology
1:45-3:45

CT-4

Medallion Ill
DV-3
F ri

Students arrive in a classroom with varying degrees of problem solving skill and
few formal notions of problem solving .. For students to successfully complete assigned work,
there must be a match between the skills students have to solve problems and the skills students
need to solve problems. In this session we will examine the strategic and tactical implications of
teaching problem solving skills and participants will learn how to integrate the leaching of these
skills Into the curriculum of any discipline. Then, we will take a look at some approaches which
have been used at the University of Iowa to incorporate these skills into the curriculum of
students in Professional schools.

BIAS IN THE COLLEGE CLASSROOM
James Niss &
Bern Allen - Western Illinois University

3:30-4:30
Classroom bias toward females, minorities and lnterantional students has been
asserted based on observations at the elementary and secondary levels. In this session we will
report on the extent of bias as measured In terms of the quantity and quality of classroom
interaction between the instructor and the students. The research was undertaken at WIU during
the 1986-87 academic year. The Interaction patterns will provide the basis for discussion and
development of a classroom intervention plan.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FELLOWSHIPS:
BUILDING GRASSROOTS SUPPORT AND CREATING
OWNERSHIP
F ri
Emily (Rusty) Wadsworth - Northeastern illinois University
4:45-5:45
D V-4

Developmental

D V-1
F ri

Activities

USING VIDEOTAPE IN FACULTY CONSULTATION
David Taylor-Way - Cornell University &
Sandra Holmes - Univ. of Wisconsin - Stevens Point

Room 196

9:45-11:45
A videotape of a faculty consultation session will be shown, edited together with the
original in·ciass teaching being reviewed by the consultant. Periodically the tape will be
stopped so participants can discuss (1) what they observe in the classroom leaching, and (2)
how they would deal with the faculty member in question. The emphasis of the session will be on
identifying and sharing different consulting principles and styles, frequently observed
instructional problems, the domain of knowledge in instructional consultation and the requisite
interpersonal skills necessary for optimizing consultation effectiveness. Be prepared to engage
in a "reflective practicum".

DV-2
Frl

WHAT TO DO AFTER THE GRANT IS AWARDED?
Vernon Williams &
Delivee Wright - University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Medallion Ill

1:30-3:00

Medallion II

In this session the components of the Professional Development Fellowships at UNI
will be described and several projects which have been produced with the assistance of these
fellowships will be shared. Both the Fellowships and many of the sp~cific proj~cts ar~ suitable
for use at other institutions. For example, a 1986-87 Fellow is producmg a senes of VIdeotapes
of our best teachers in which the faculty first describe their philosophy of teaching and then are
shown actually teaching a class. One of these tapes will be shown and discussed.

USE OF CASE STUDIES TO TEACH INSTRUCTIONAL
CONSULTATION
David Taylor-Way - Cornell University
F ri
Sandra Holmes - University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
4:45-6:45

DV-5

Room 196

Using various videotaped episodes of teaching, participants will identify the aspects
of each which may serve as "case knowledge". The use of case study problems will be the focal
point in a discussion of what constitutes a useful case, what information and data should be
Included in that case, and how can the use of cases of teaching be used to 1) help teachers learn
how to improve their teaching, and 2) teach instructional consultants how to develop thel~
consultation skills. The question "How can consultants help evaluate and coach each others
practice?" will be central to the discussion.

This session will address the actions of faculty developers after Instructional
improvement grants have been awarded. Participants in the session will join the presenters In
designing plans to maximize the effect of a grant and propose useful follow-up strategies.
Data from a study at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln will also provide
Information on grant recipients and consequences resulting from their awards (i.e., salary,
promotion, professional growth, etc.) over a twenty-year period. Prticipants who have been
grant recipients will be asked to reflect on the Impact on their own professional development.

22

Medallion Ill
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DV-6

A TRAINING PROGRAM FOR STAFF INVOLVED IN
INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
F rl
Jody D. Nyquist &
4:45-6:45
Donald H. Wulff - University of Washington

Room 198
TEACHING AS PERFORMANCE: A NEW PERSPECTIVE
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Sat
Kate Brlnko &
1:45-3:45
Elyse lamm - Northwestern University

DV-9

This session Is designed for anyone who trains staff to assist in the process of
instruclional development. The focus will be the two-week Intensive training program used at
the University of Washington's Center for Instructional Development and Research to prepare all
new staff who have responsibilities at the Center. The session will include an explanalion of the
ways trainees learn the basic philosophy of the Center and the ways they Integrate that
philosophy in their work with clients, from the point of Initial contacVreferral to the follow-up
stage. Participants in the session will have the opportunity not only to hear how one
organization perceives the instructional development process but also to generate Ideas for
addressing philosophical and training issues in their own organizations.

D V-7

IDENTIFYING YOUR JUNGIAN TRAITS
Dayton Roberts - Texas Tech University

Medallion II

Boom 196

Using performance as a metaphor, we will explore how the dramatic perspective
toward teaching focuses particular attention on the staging, scripting, and costuming inherent in
the college classroom. This approach will provide developers with an innovative vocabulary
with which to communicate with faculty. In the discussion part of the session we will explore
the dramatic impact of different presentational and communication styles. In the workshop part
of the session, we will experiment with these presentational styles through role play and
exercises in voice and movement designed to expand and capitalize on Jhe range of performance
skills necessary for effective classroom communication.

D V-1 0

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE: INCREASING TEACHING
EFFECTIVENESS
Ronald Smith - Concordia University

Room 198

Sat
8:30-10:00

Sat
1:45-3:45

This workshop will present a personalized approach to the creation and management
of a positive climate for learning on any educational campus. Emphasis will be placed on the
importance of certain psychological traits to teaching and learning and to management and
leadership styles. The objectives of the workshop are three-fold: 1) To Improve parlicipants'
abililies to personalize the learning climate; 2) To enhance participants' skills and techniques In
managing the teaching-learning process; and 3) To increase participants' self-understanding of
their roles as educators. Participants will complete a short version of the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator Instrument. Then, an in-depth analysis of their Jungian psychological traits (i.e.,
personality) will be provided.

Reflecting on our practice as teachers (or as consultants Jo teachers) is one means
of improving our practice. Being a reflective practitioner requires that you be a researcher on
your own practice. This worksh9p will provide an introduction to a theoretical perspective, and
the set of skills that are derived from it, that can be used to reflect upon and Improve our
practice as teachers and consultants.
Participants will have the opportunity, through working on actual faculty case
studies, to practice their own diagnosis and consulting skills and begin to learn the theory of
action perspective of Argyris and Schon.

D V- 8

A UNIQUE VIDEOTAPE FEEDBACK TECHNIQUE AND
MICROTEACHING WITH NEW TEACHING FACULTY:
Sat
A BLENDING OF TWO WORLDS
8:3 0-1 0:0 0
larry K. Quinsland - National Technical Institute for the Deaf/
Rochester lnstilute of Technology

Room 196

First, I will share a technique of producing and utilizing a two-camera classroom
videolape of classroom interactions. The process allows for the production of a split-screen
image where a one-to-one relationship can be observed between teacher action and sludent
behavior. It has been used successfully for several years with veteran teaching facully In the
context of a faculty consullation program. Then I'll show how this technology Is being used with
new teaching facully in a "microteaching" setting. How this equipment and process may be used
at the participant's institutions will also be explored.

24

D V -11

Sat
4:00-5:00

FINDING OPPORTUNITIES TO INTRODUCE FACULTY TO
CLASSROOM INNOVATIONS
Thomas l. Pasternack - Randolph-Macon Woman's College

Medallion II

Even If you ·have no formal faculty development program on your campus, you can
introduce innovative teaching techniques to the faculty. How? By becoming involved in planning
activities that include a significant number of facully members. I will discuss how it was done
through the development of an Academic Skills Workshop for all entering students and in
planning a new course for all freshmen. A demonstration of some of the innovations which were
developed will show rdla1 can be done.

25

D V-12
Sat
4:00-5:00

A PERSPECTIVE ON ANALYZING CONSULTANTCLIENT INTERACTION
Kate Brinko - Northwestern University

Room 196

DV-15
Sun
8:30-10:00

One popular method of helping faculty Improve their teaching Is instructional
consultation with feedback. In this process, data regarding the effecliveness of the instruction is
gathered and conveyed to the teacher. However, at present there exists lillie systemalic study on
instructional consultation and few research-based guidelines for providing effective
consultation. To expand our knowledge in this area, twenty-five experienced and novice
instrucional consultants (mostly from POOl) agreed to videotape themselves interacling with
their faculty clients. I'm presently conducling a pilot study to explore ways to code and analyze
these interaclions. I'll present my coding categories, methods, and some preliminary results
found in the data.

CONSTRUCTING A COMPENDIUM OF GOOD IDEAS ON
TEACHING ON YOUR OWN CAMPUS
Mary Ann Shea - University of Colorado

In this workshop I will show participants how to use a system for collecting good
ideas on teaching from the faculty members on their own campuses in order to construct and
publish a Compendium of Good Ideas. The Compendium from the University of Colorado, Boulder
campus will be used as an example. A survey of good teaching characteristics (which has been
used to obtain students' responses to a faculty member's teaching characteristics) will also be
shared. I will demonstrate how this survey can be used to begin a conversalion with faculty
members about their teaching ideas.
... ** ** *********. ******** ****** ••••••••••• **** •• **

INSTITUTIONAL APPROACHES TO TEACHING
IMPROVEMENT: HOW FACULTY DEVELOPERS CAN
INFLUENCE CENTRAL ADMINISTRATORS
Sun
Howard B. Altman - University of Louisville
8:30-9:30
Sandra Powell Barber - Henderson Community College
D V -1 3

Medallion I

Traditionally, college and university administrators have approached teaching
improvement in one of three ways: (a) a LAISSEZ-FAIRE approach, (b) a CRISIS-ORIENTED
approach, and (c) an ACTIVE INTERVENTIONIST approach. Within each of these approaches,
faculty developers can have influence on the improvement of teaching. In this session we will
examine the kinds of aclivilies and programs which faculty developers can initiate
collaboralively with central administrators and explore the kinds of resources which
central-level administrators have at their disposal to enhance the teaching-learning process.
We also hope to generate ideas for utilizing these resources within each of the three approaches.

DV-14

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT IN A WRITING ACROSS THE
CURRICULUM SEMINAR: THE PROGRAM, THE PROCESS,
Sun
THE PARADIGM
8:3 0-1 0:0 0
James A. McShane - University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Medallion Ill

Writing is writing is writing.... This seems to be the initial feeling of most faculty
members who have become involved in "writing across the curriculum" programs. In the
semester-long writing project at UNL I stress that (1) wriling skills are not global (I.e., just
because I can get a "B" in English Composition does not guarantee I can write Intelligent essays In
Biology or even History) and (2) until I can write arliculately on a subject I probably do not
know it very well. In this session we will explore these two Ideas by engaging In several
exercises which are used In this project and we'll discuss how you can use these kinds of
exercises to "enlighten" the faculty on your campus.

26

Medallion IV
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IN. 4

Innovations
Frl
4:45·5:45
IN ·1

ACTIVATE LEARNERS: A DEMONSTRATION OF
INTERACTIVE LEARNING EXERCISES AND STUDENT
LEARNING JOURNALS

FrI
9:45-11:45

Carol Weatherford- Clemson University

Jim will begin this session by expanding on Interview data· from an ongoing
longitudinal study about how new faculty report coping with pressures for teaching and
scholarship. The first Installment of these data was reported at last year's POD conference and
this year he will share new Information on the evolution of teaching philosophies and goals from
Initial Idealism through disillusionment toward accommodation with realities. Next, Bob will
discuss the first year of a field project with a sub-sample of the same new !acuity. He will
relate some of the surprising Information gleaned during weekly visits to classrooms and offices.
Finally, we will discuss these two related projects, focusing on practical knowledge about ways
of designing Intervention programs for new faculty.

IN-5

Frl
1:30-3:00

IMPROVING STUDENTS' STUDY SKILLS THROUGH
DIRECT INSTRUCTION: A CLASSROOM INNOVATION
FOR FACULTY AND FACULTY DEVELOPERS

·Medallion IV

College students are expected to know how to study, but there are wide variations In
students' knowledge of study techniques. Faculty and faculty developers can play an Important
role In providing students with the kinds of specific, empirically-supported study techniques
which will enhance their chances of success In school. In this session we will discuss (1) ways
to improve student motivalion, (2) the three essenlial steps Involved In prose learning, and (3)
some practical study techniques which maximize the chances that the three steps will be
performed.

tN-3
Frl
3:30-4:30

STIMULATING INSTRUCTIONAL INNOVATION:
WORKS •• WHAT DOESN'T
.

WHAT

Medallion IV

Frank Gillespie &
Judith B. Chandler - The University of Georgia

We will examine some of the strategies that are frequently employed to stimulate
faculty to try something new and look at examples of strategies which we have found to be
effective. We will also look at the factors which have contributed tQ the success or failure of
these strategies. Come with your own examples of effective strategies so we can compile a list of
effective Ideas to share with everyone else.

28

SO YOU WANT TO FOSTER INNOVATION IN MATH
CLASSROOMS- HAVE I GOT A SURPRISE FOR YOU!

Medallion IV

Glenn Ross Johnson - Texas A&M University

Frl
4:45-5:45

linda F. Annis- Ball State University

Medallion Ill

Robert Boice &
Jim Turner - California State University-long Beach

Medal/jon I

Activating learners - at whatever age or current learning level - Is a goal of most
teachers. How does a teacher design learning experiences that build on the varied perspectives
and past experiences for the Individual learners In a group? In this session I will demonstrate
imagery, role playing, learning journals and other exercises that enable the learner to explore
his/her sell-awareness, acceptance, and understanding and to share and compare perceptions
with other learners. lmpllmentatlon of these techniques In your own classes will be
investigated.

IN• 2

FROM OBSERVATION TO INNOVATION: SURVEYS AND
FIELDWORK AS A BASIS FOR INTERVENTIONS WITH
NEW FACULTY

In this session we will brain-storm Innovative Ideas for teaching math In large class
sections. Then, assuming that the !acuity clients you have who are teaching these courses are
three well-qualified and tenured professors who have been assigned to teach large class sections
for the first time, we will discuss possible approaches to use to encourage them to Incorporate
some of these Innovations In their teaching. Alter listing and discussing these suggestions, I will
share my actual experiences with these professors.

IN•6

USING THE COGNITIVE INTERACTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM
TO FOSTER CHANGE IN CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR

Sal
10:30-12:00

MedaUjon II

Glenn Ross Johnson- Texas A&M University
Karron G. lewis • The University o! Texas at Austin

With the Cognitive Interaction Analysis System (CIAS) classroom observers can
record and analyze teacher-student Interactions which occur during classes. By sharing this
"hard" data with faculty members, faculty developers can encourage them to think about how
their teaching strategies, as well as the content, Impact upon their students. Alter a brief
overview of CIAS, we will share our experiences, research findings, and some Ideas on how
objective observation systems such as this might foster Innovations (I.e., encourage faculty
Then, with your help, we'll
members to do something besides lecture) In the classroom.
generate a list of other examples of "hard" data which may be used to encourage the use of
innovative teaching techniques.
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FOSTERING INNOVATIONS: ACTIVE LEARNING IN
LARGE LECTURE SETTINGS
Peter Frederick - Wabash College
Sat
10:30-12:00

IN-7

Medallion IV

N D-2

"You really can't do anything besides lecture in a large classl" ... 1'~ sure we've .all
heard that one beforell In this session we will explore (and demonstrate) a vanety of stra~eg1es
faculty members can use to foster ~ student Involvement and a certain amount of int1macy
and inquiry in traditional large lecture settings. The format will be primari.ly interactive. The
content areas "covered" will include history, literature, and whatever disciplines you may bring
to the session, as well as a pervasive consciousness of the teachingflearning process itself as
"content".

IN-8
Sat
4:00-5:00

MENTORING: GETTING EXPERIENCED FACULTY TO
TRY NEW APPROACHES
Sandra Holmes - University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point

Medallion Ill

h
b
f' db th
Pairing new faculty with older, experienced faculty at UW-SP as ene 11te.
o
new and old faculty. However, the benefit to the experienced faculty has been particularly
dramatic and has resulted in a rejuvenated approach to teaching. In this session I will describe
this process, the results of the program, and suggest other. ways In whl~h the mentorlng
relationship can be fostered. Then, we will explore how a sim1lar program m1ght be started at
other institutions.

.............................................

New Developers
Medallion II
PROFESSIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
AN INTRODUCTION TO AUDIENCE, CONTENT, METHODS
Emily (Rusty) Wadsworth - Northeastern Illinois University
F ri
Jack Lindquist - Goddard College
9:45-11:45
Barbara Hill - Loyola University
Linda Hilsen - Univ. of Minnesota-Duluth
Marilyn Leach - Univ. of Nebraska-Omaha
Jody Nyquist- Univ. of Washington
Daniel W. Wheeler - Univ. of Nebraska-Lincoln

INDIVIDUAL CONSULTATION: A PRIMER
linda Hilsen - University of Minnesota-Duluth
Kathleen T. Brinko - Northwestern University
F ri
1 :30-3:00
David G. Taylor-Way - Cornell University
Richard G. Tiberius - University of Toronto

Boom 196

Each of us will provide a brief description of our programs, after which the
philosophical framework and methods of Individualized consultation will be explored.
Appropriate conference types and consultant-client Interaction will be stressed. Means of
collecting information and disseminating feedback will be examined through discussion of
classroom observation, the utilization of survey techniques, such as TABS and student
Interviews, and constructive co-viewing and collaborative critiquing of a client's video-taped
classroom climate.

N D-3

MEETING THE NEEDS OF FACULTY- A GRASSROOTS
APPROACH
F ri
Karen Conner &
3:30-4:30
Mary Lou Basile - National Technical Institute for the Deaf
at Rochester Institute of Technology

Boom 196

In this session we will share information on how one school, as part of a larger
program, has designed a system that meets the needs of faculty and encourages innovation in a
grassroots approach. The following topics will guide our discussion:
1 . Organization of the system
2. Identification of faculty needs
3. Areas of focus: teaching, communication, discipline and technology
4. Working with a special population - hearing and visually impaired

N D-1

In this session we will present an overview of professional and organizational
development. The panelists will describe the content of their progr~ms, the issues addressed and
the target audience. This session is highly recommended for partlc1pants who are new comers to
facultyfstaff development. The topics which will be discussed are:
1 . Personal/Professional Development
4. Instructional Development
2. Administration Development
5. Organizational Development
3. Career Development
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N D- 4

BREAKING INTO PRINT: THE IN'S AND OUT'S OF
PRODUCING TA AND FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
Fri
NEWSLETTERS
4 : 4 5- 6 :4 5
Laura Border - University of Colorado
Judith B. Chandler - The University of Georgia

Guadalupe Bm

Newsletters are one of the best ways to reach "the masses" with information about
instructional development. Laura Border will discuss the experiences encountered in developing
a successful TA newsletter. This will include a comparison of several successful TA newslellers
from around the country, why a TA newsletter is useful, how to obtain funding, writing articles,
doing the actual production, and an update on desktop publishing possibilities. Then, Judith
Chandler will focus on newsletters for faculty and Instructional support staff. She will look at
development, formal, content and she will provide lips that may prove helpful to the novice
newsletter editor. Time will be provided for discussion and questions.
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N D-5
Sat

TEACHING ACADEMIC CHAIRS EFFECTIVE SKILLS
IN FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
Ann F. Lucas - Fairleigh Dickinson University

Room 198

Old Hands

10:30-12:00
OH-1
Innovations in lhe classroom are often stymied by conditions In academe that have
eroded faculty morale, thus jeopardizing the quality of higher education. Academic chairs are In
the best position to improve faculty morale through an Increased emphasis on faculty
development. The professional development office should have a major role in teaching
department chairs· how to: (1) motivate faculty, and (2) deal with some of the alienated tenured
faculty who are no longer assuming their share of responsibility in the department. In this
session I will focus on how the professional development office can teach chairs to improve
faculty motivation. You will have an opportunity to participate in some major workable
strategies that can be used with department chairs, including experiential learning and an
academic case study.

N D-6

NEWSLETTERS AND OTHER PRINT MATERIAL WITH
A MICRO
Sat
Clem Gruen &
4:00-5:00
Mick Kreszock - Appalachian State University

Sun

A WORKSHOP ON WORKSHOPS: MARKETING
YOUR MARKET
Linda Hilsen - University of Minnesota-Duluth
Emily (Rusty) Wadsworth - Northeastern University

Guacialvoe Rm

F ri
9:45-11:45

This year marks my tenth In faculty development. I'm feeling the need not just to
look back but to be more focussed on what should happen next in our field. In this workshop, I'd
like to draw other old hands together and start a revolution. We'll spend a little time being
nostalgic over past successes and failures but mainly we'll be working on our major goals for the
next few years. What are we still not doing or not doing well enough? What should we try next?
Where have we really made a difference? Where are we still groping? What theoretical bases
help us make a difference? In what areas do we have to "wing II"? This will be open-ended but
the aim is to emerge with an agenda for our field's "middle age."

Medallion IV
OH-2

In this session we will show some exciting ways to use micro-computers to produce
quality graphi~s in the faculty development office. Topics of discussion will Include:
1. Hardware
2. Soflware
3. Do's and Don'ts of Graphics
4. Material selection for an audience
5. Effective evaluation of the process

N D-7

TAKING HOLD OF THE FIELD: A WORKSHOP FOR
EXPERIENCED (5 OR MORE YEARS) DEVELOPERS
Michele Marlncovich - Stanford University

EXCITING FACULTY: LEADERSHIP STUDIES AS
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
Fri
Virginia Thorndike Hules - The Knowledge Co.
1:30-3:00
Irving Spitzberg - Exec. Dir., Council for Liberal Learning,
LUCE Leadership Project

Lafuente

This session offers participants the opportunity to explore the growing area of
leadership studies from the perspective of faculty development on their campuses. The session
includes: (1) An overview of leadership studies: what, why, where? (2) Discussion of
problematic issues central to the theory and practice of leadership, such as: How do we define
leadership? How do we/should we teach it? (3) Teaching leadership on your campus: strategies
lor beginning and sustaining the conversation, national and local resources.

Medallion II

8:30-10:00

OH-3

CLASSROOM RESEARCH
Glenn Erickson - University of Rhode Island

Guadaluoe Rm

F ri

1:30-3:00
In this session we will share what we have learned from our successes and failures
in actually conducting workshops. The reasons for our triumphs and defeats are common. At the
core of our successes has been a marketing orientation. After sharing brief descriptions of our
programs, we will help you learn how to identify the needs of your target markets and how to
plan a workshop by determining a topic, choosing a presenter, preparing the presenter, deciding
the format, length, and date, and promoting the event. Implementation techniques and evaluating
the success of your marketing strategy will be part of this interactive presentation.
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A number of us were sufficiently intrigued by Pat Cross' challenge and Nancy
Chism's description of her Ohio Stale efforts to want to undertake our own programs of classroom
research. We have several research projects going at URI and I will say something about them.
Mostly, however, I would like this session to be a time for us all to exchange information about
the challenges, joys, trials, and tribulations of organizing and helping to conduct and monitor
classroom research.
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OH-4

Frl
4:45-6:45

WHERE TO FROM HERE: WHAT DO LONG-TIME
FACULTY DEVELOPERS SEE AS GROWTH?
Dan W. Wheeler - University of Nebraska-Lincoln

LaFuente

Many of us who have been Involved In faculty development for a number of years are
asking some tough questions about "the movements" future and our own futures. Questions we've
heard are: "What's the next professional step?" "Do I become a 'real administrator' (Joan
North, Bob Young anct Jack Noonan how did you do 11?11)?" "Do I stay In academe or do I go
outside (Bob Burnett, Joe Clark and Lance Buhl, how are you doing?)?" What are the other
options? Come think about and contribute to our visions of our collective and individual careers.

OH-5

DESIGNING SYSTEMS FOR EVALUATING PROGRAMS
Marilla D. Svinickl - The University of Texas at Austin
Sat
Robert Menges - Northwestern University
8:30-10:00

FACULTY QUALITY OF LIFE: CATALYST FOR CHANGE
Sally Atkins &
Sat
Clem Gruen - Appalachian State University
10:30-12:00 Art Crawley- University of Georgia

At the 1986 POD Conference, a session was held that presented several cases and the
participants were Invited to offer suggestions on how to consult with these faculty members.
This was enormously successful and the participants expressed a desire to have more
opportunities like this. Thus, this session will focus on working with special problems in
faculty consultation. "Problem cases" were previously solicited from the POD membership and
several have been chosen to analyze. This is an opportunity for experienced faculty developers
to consult with each other as well as for new faculty developers to learn consulting skills.

OH-8

GuadalupeRm

At Appalachian State a unique study of faculty perceptions of their quality of life has
sparked a new thrust in faculty development programming and planning. The process of the
study, which Involved personal interviews with filly-two faculty members, was Itself an
intervention in behalf of faculty well-being. The study yielded meaningful Information,
particularly about the human needs of faculty within the academic culture. Based on this and
other Information, a number of programs aimed at faculty life and career development,
Improving communication among faculty and with the administration, and cultivating community
within the university have been Implemented. We will share the process and results of the study
and discuss the resulting programming efforts. A role-play of the Interviewing process will be
demonstrated.
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Medallion I

Room 198

There are many different models which have been employed to design systems for
evaluating programs. Some are based on traditional research designs, some on survey data and
some more recent ones on naturalistic observation. How does one organize an evaluation system
to gather the most useful data given the questions to be asked In a setting which Is oflen very
unstructured and unpredictable? The purpose of this session Is to look at a matrix of evaluation
methods which might be combined In an overlapping manner to ensure multiple measures from a
variety of sources, thereby Improving the chances of gathering useful data for program
evaluation. We intend to describe several different methods and how they might fit together into
an overall plan. You will also use this system on an Imaginary program evaluation task to see
what might be done.

OH-6

FACULTY CONSULTATION: WORKING WITH PROBLEM
FACULTY
Sandra Holmes - Unlv. of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Sat
David Taylor-Way - Cornell University
1 :45-3:45

OH-7

FACULTY GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES OF
EXCELLENT CHAIRS
Sat
Myra S. Wilhite &
4:00-5:00
Dan W. Wheeler - University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Medallion I

In this session we will present Information on chairperson involvement In the
development of faculty based on data gathered from 30 academic department chairs. We'll share
some case studies and Invite you to propose solutions to faculty development concerns faced by
department chairs. Finally, we'll explore chairperson development, share our experiences, and
invite you to _discuss ours and yours.

OH-9

A JOURNEY TO FACULTY RENEWAL AND REDIRECTION
Joyce Povlacs Lunde &
Sun
Dan W. Wheeler - University of Nebraska-lincoln
8:30-1 0:00
Dee Fink - University of Oklahoma

Room

196

Renewing faculty Is one major Ingredient In fostering Innovations in the classroom.
In this session you will experience the process of faculty renewal and redirection as It happened
at the University of Nebraska and Minnesota in one program over the last several years. To gain
this experience you will engage In a simulation of the stages of the process, Including entering
the program, u~freezlng, exploring options, growth planning, Implementing, and evaluating. We
will also include some of the results we achieved and comments from the external evaluator.

.....................................
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Teaching Assistants

T A-1
Fri

TRIGGER FILMS REVISITED (THE LONG AND SHORT
OF IT)
Line Fisch - lexington, KY

Jechnoloqy In Education

Room 198

1:30-3:00
A short open-ended film to trigger discussions is still a good strategy for generating
student involvement in the learning process. In this session we'll consider characteristics that
make trigger films effective by examining recent episodes for training RA's and excerpts of a
longer trigger-type alcohol awareness videotape. Then we'll brainstorm Ideas for a new series
being developed for .T A training.

T A-2

F ri
3:30-4:30

WHO'S MINDING THE STORE? TA SUPERVISION
AT A LARGE UNIVERSITY
Nancy Chism - Ohio State University

La Fuente

In a large university that employs several hundreds of teaching assistants the
responsibility for their development and supervision Is delegated (when it Is. delegated at ~II) to
a va~iety of actors -- department chairs, faculty members, non-tenure track Instructors,
part-t1me faculty. and senior T As, to name the most common. In this session, I will report on a
series of Interviews I conducted with these different types of TA supervisors. I'll describe their
responses to ·my questions about their situations, how they view and approach their supervisory
resp~nsi~ilities, an_d the things that help or constrain them In their efforts. Through your
contnbullons we w1ll enlarge upon these portraits, exploring similarities and differences among
our university or college settings. We'll then try to draw out some Implications for our work as
faculty developers on how we can best assist and form partnerships with these T A supervisors as
we both work to improve the teaching of T As.

T A-3
F rl

A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY Meciallion I
TEACHING ASSISTANT ORIENTATION PROGRAM
Robert M. Diamond - Syracuse University

4:45-5:45
To meet the immediate needs of new teaching assistants and to prepare them to be
effective teachers, Syracuse University designed and implemented an orientation program for all
new teaching assistants. The required program consisted of three parts, a six-day Introductory
sequence for International TA's, a seven-day program for all participants focusing primarily on
teaching, and a three-day concluding portion which combined required departmental meetings
with a number of optional sessions.
In this session I will outline the program that was offered, and describe the
materials and activities that were used.

TC-1

WHAT ARE WE DOING ABOUT HIGH TECH IN HIGHER
EDUCATION?: INCENTIVES TO SUPPORT ITS USE
Frank Gillespie - The University of Georgia
F ri
9:45-11:45
Everett lee Thompson - Arkansas Tech University

Medallion

m

Communications, computers, video applications, and other forms of information
technology are now an Important part of most innovations In higher education. We need to
explore the faculty development implications of high tech. What knowledge and skills do faculty
need to make the best use of the new technologies? In this session we will explore what faculty
developers can do to encourage and support the wise use of technology for instruction. We will
also look at the extent to which incentives and disincentives provided by the university
environment Influence a faculty member's decision to adopt or reject technologically-based
instructional methods. In addition, we will take Initial steps toward the establishment of an
electronic network and data management system relating to technology in higher education. Come
and see how the new technology can work for youl

TC-2
F ri

CONDUCTING MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOPS: TIPS
FOR REDUCING TEACHER/LEARNER STRESS
Dennis Baker- Ohio Univ. College of Osteopathic Medicine

Guactaluoe Rm

3:30-4:30
In this presentation/discussion I will share strategies for teaching microcomputer
skills to novices In a way that minimizes stress on the learner but maximizes his/her learning
experience and potential. Many of the strategies presented originate from the innovative
application of adult learning theory and instructional design theory. Additionally, I will include
some important considerations frequently overlooked in computer training such as 1) computer
politics, 2) learning environment, 3) time considerations, 4) learner needs, and 5) empathy
with the learner. Following the presentation you will be invited to respond to the ideas presented
and to share your experiences as teachers and/or learners In microcomputer training programs.

TC-3

RESISTANCE TO CHANGE AS AN ALLY
Donna l. Harlan,
Gail Carberry, &
Sat
8:30-10:00
Paul Nowlck- Springfield Technical Community College

Meciallion IV

..................................................

With the award of a three-year Title Ill Strenghtening Grant, the administration
and faculty of Springfield Technical Community College have embarked .upon the
"computerization of the campus." While some faculty and staff have been quite enghusiasllc,
others (the majority) are skeptical and fearful of using computers in the classroom. In this
session we will simulate the planning and techniques we have used to "train", encourage and
include all of the faculty in the Computer Managed Instruction and Computer Assisted Instruction
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activities. Through these activities we will show how resistance can be transformed Into the
Impetus for change and channeled Into enthusiasm for the future.

..................................................•

sexual appeals. In this session I will demonstrate how TV commercials can be utilized In one
particular discipline and then we will Identify uses for this technique in a variety of disciplines.

TT-4

THE CASE STUDY AS A LEARNING TOOL
Karen HoudasheH · OPTIONS

Guadaluoe Bm

Sat
8:30-10:00
Teaching Techniques
THE "3Rs" INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL:
REFLECTING, REACTING
Victor Martuza &
Fri
Judy Bailey - University of Delaware
9:45-11:45

TT-1

READING,

Medallion IV

A new pedagogical model, Inspired by the work of Paulo Freire, makes extensive use
of small group discussion within the context of small and medium sized classes (around 50). In
this session we will Include experiential actlvites for Illustration and discussion. Development
of this model was partially funded through a Center for Teaching Effectiveness Summer
Instructional Improvement Grant.
FACILITATING DISCUSSION: OR HOW TO BE A
NAVIGATOR INSTEAD OF A CAPTAIN
Laura Border &
F rl
Ronald Billingsley - University of Colorado
9:45-11:45

TT-2

LaFueaw

In this workshop we will demonstrate, as well as discuss, how to carry out a good
discussion. In order to have a lively and fruitful discussion, we must address two areas: 1) our
fundamental assumptions about teaching and about how people learn; and 2) that there are
specific techniques that directly apply to discussion activities. This workshop has been
presented several limes for I As and faculty has done much to encourage them to try something
new. Come experience something new In discussions!

The case study is a learning tool which is a dramatic and effective way to Involve
learners in actual or hypothetical situations while challenging their ability to synthesize bits
and pelces of Information for the purpose of making just, timely, and effective decisions. This
session will be an experiential decision making exercise In which you will develop a case study
using a model which you will then be able to utilize in the development of cases for your own
classes. You will also learn lo develop learning aids, such as socio-diagrams, lime line diagrams
and character profiles, to enhance your case study material.

I I- 5

GRADES AND THE CLIMATE OF. THE CLASSROOM:
PERSPECTIVES, RESEARCH, AND ALTERNATIVES
Sat
W. Lee Humphreys - University of Tennessee-Knoxville
10:30-12:00 James Eison- SE Missouri Stale University
Jack Lindquist • Goddard College

Medallion I

Virtually all of us have received them; almost all of us have given them. Grading
may be the most prevalent activity on most campuses. Yet remarkably little allention has been
given to the Impact of grading, and the ways grades are used to evaluate and rank students, on
teaching and learning. In this session, James Eison will share some research on the meanings
and uses of grades; W.Lee Humphreys will offer perspectives of an instructior who faces grade
forms at the end of each term; and Jack Lindquist will discuss alternatives from the point of view
of an institution that does not assign grades. Rather than simply lament a deplorable state of
affairs, the panel and participants In the session will explore creative ways of using grades and
moving beyond them through consideration of selected case studies.

TT-6
TT-3
F rl
3:30-4:30

INNOVATIVE USES FOR TV COMMERCIALS IN
COLLEGE CLASSROOMS
Jerry K. Frye • University of Minnesota-Duluth

Roam 198

Television ts clearly the twentieth century's most popular mass medium of
About one-fourth of all television consists of commercials. By recording selective
~ommercl~ls and organizing them to Illustrate specific persuasive strategies, significant
Instructor/student Interaction can be achieved. Ten specific persuasion variables have been
Identified as significant: 1) source credibility, 2) conformity, 3) repetition, 4) emot~o~a~
appeals, 5) message organization, 6) evidence, 7) humor, 8) music, 9) logical appeals, an
0
ersuaslon
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GROUP EASE: THE SUM OF THE PARTS IS GREATER THAN Boom 196
THE WHOLE
Sat
Linda Hilsen &
10:30-12:00 LeAne Rutherford- University of Minnesota-Duluth

In this session you will learn about the different types of groups, examine the
various purposes for using groups In your classes, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
employing this potentially effective technique, and have a few myths destroyed. We will discuss
teacher goals, how to put your students Into groups, and your role as a facilitator. once the
groups have been organized. In addition, ·you will experience two examples of "generative"
groups: The CSC Scramble and The Jigsaw Group on Groups. Come learn how to take advantage of
this innovative techniquel
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Friday, October 16
9:45-11:45
Title and Code Number of Session,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TT-7

Sat
1:45-3:45

THE DOUBLE ALLEGORY AND THE DECISION MAKING
EXERCISE
Karen Reid - The Underground Chamber of Commerce

Medallion II

DtrecUons: Please f111 out this form for the session time Indicated above. Olve 85 much

:~~fktash. you can to the presenter( s). Then pi~ this form in the "Evaluations" box at the

Everyone knows what an allegory is. (Weren't we all, as high school students,
forced to read Spenser's Faerie Queen ?) But few apply the allegorical technique to the learning
process. By using this technique, we can transport students away from their own reality -they are asked to believe that they are someone, sometime, and somewhere else, and are given
problems to solve. In this session we will actually work through the problem solving/decision
making process using two allegoires, The History of Wazoo Wikis and The Naknek Connection .
At the conclusion of these experiences, we will discuss the double allegory development process.

TEACHING REPERTOIRE: SPICE AND SPIRIT
Dick Nichols,
Beverley Amick,
Sat
1 :45-3:45
Mary Dean Dumais, &
Ana Maria Schuhmann - Kean College of .New Jersey

TT-8

Guadalupe Rm

A short course which offers Mrt. perspectives on familiar strategies was piloted in
Spring 1987. We will provide a brief overview of the course and then you will experience some
of the highlights of the course including modeling of lively lecturing, dynamic discussions, and
gripping group activities. Come and get some exciting information while having funll

T T•9

Nome of Presenter(s)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CASE METHOD TEACHING
Cynthia lang - Education Development Center, Inc.

ron o

e room. Thank you for your participation and feedback.
Very

well done

1.

Preparation

2.

Choice of for mal, given the objectives
(for example, seminar, small group, etc.)

3.

Use of audio visual or other teaching aids.

4.

Handouts, materials

5.

Encouragement of the ~tlve involvement of
participants.

6.

Enthusiasm ond interest

7.

Sufficient Information or detail to enable me
to use it In my own setting.

Needs

Not

improvement applicable

Room 198

Sun
8:30-10:00

Additional Comments:

In this session you will have a chance to see the Harvard case method in action and
learn about the techniques that make it work and the network of college faculty nationwide using
the method across disciplines. We'll see a videotape, featuring Harvard and other college faculty,
which shows a "slice of life" in a case method classroom and we'll discuss the benefits of this
learner-centered teaching method.

I would be willing to discuss my evaluation with the prasenter(s).
Yes __ No __

If yes, my name, room number and/or phone number is: Room
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Tel. _ _ __

-----
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